OPERATIVE NOTE

Patient Name _______________ Date: _____________

Preoperative Diagnosis: Corneal Foreign Body/ Conjunctival Foreign Body
RIGHT / LEFT

Postoperative Diagnosis: Same

Surgeon: Gagan J. Singh, M.D.

Procedure & Operative Findings:

Foreign body/ies was noted and isolated using the slit lamp. Ocular antibiotic drops were placed. Under topical anesthesia, foreign body/ies was removed using a sharp instrument (eg 18g needle). A smoothing burr was utilized if needed. Additional Ocular antibiotic drops placed post procedure.

Anesthesia: TOPICAL

Specimens Removed and Sent to Pathology: NO

Drain: None

Estimated Blood Loss: none

Condition: Stable

Gagan J. Singh, M.D.          Date          Time